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Abstract 
Conceptual schemas have been recognized as an im- 

portant tool for the design and evaluation of integrated 
databases and knowledge-based systems. The paper sur- 
veys the back end of a conceptual design methodology 
called ANNAPURNA. Its theoretical foundation that 
relies on multi-typed functional and existence depeu- 
dencies is discussed. Quality measures for conceptual 
schemes are introduced. A general framework for the 
specification of conceptual schema transformations is 
proposed and algorithms for the evaluation and trans- 
formation of conceptual schemas are provided. The pos- 
sibilities and limitations of using computerized tools for 
these tasks are discussed. 

1. Introduction 

In the last decade, conceptual schenlas have been 
recognized as an important tool for the design and 
evolution of integrated databases and knowledge-based 
systems. Conceptual schemas describe [l] which classes 
of entities and propositions are of importance for a par- 
ticular universe of discourse (UoD) of an application 
area. Furthermore, they specify which rule/constraints 
hold in the particular UoD. 

Unfortunately, for a given UoD an unlimited num- 
ber of potential conceptual schema candidates exists, 
which raises the questions “which of these candidates 
are good conceptual schemas”, and “how can they be 
obtained in practice”. Surprisingly, the first question, 
the evaluation of conceptual schemas - alt#hough inl- 
portant - has not obtained much attention by past 
research. In relational database theory [2, 31 quality 
is defined by the presence or absence of certain nor- 
mal forms, which are defined in the context of special 
classes of rules, usually functional and multivalued de- 
pendencies. However, its definition of quality is some- 
what restrictive in the sense that it relies on a two- 
valued definition of quality (a schema is either good or 
bad), and excludes other important criteria such as the 
complexity of a schema, or other classes of rules (e.g. 
subclass relationships) from the schema evaluation pro- 
cess. Even worse, quality measures have been largely 
ignored by research that directly focuses on conceptual 
schema design making conceptual schema design some- 
what under-constrained in the sense that it has to come 
up with conceptual schemas, whose desired properties 
are only vaguely understood. 

On the other hand, the second problem, the trans- 
formation of conceptual schemas, has been explored 
more systematically. Criteria have been introduced, 
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to ensure that a schema transformation preserves the 
validity of the original schema [4, 51. A number of spe- 
cial schema transformations have been explored in the 
literature to make conceptual schemas more “natural” 
[6, 7, 8, 91. However, the lack of quali,ty measures for 
conceptual data models makes the use of these transfor- 
mat ions somewhat haphazard, because no clear under- 
stauding exists, how a good conceptual schema looks 
like. 

We strongly believe that progress in conceptual 
schema design can only be made by approaches that are 
able to integrate quality measures and schema trans- 
fortnations systems relying on conceptual data mod- 
els that have a sound theoretical foundation, which in- 
cludes a clearly defined semantics and (possibly heuris- 
tic) inference rules to reason with conceptual schemas. 
The objective of this paper is to survey the back end of 
a conceptual schema design methodology, called AN- 
NAi’URNA (its front end has been described in [lo]), 
that aims to aut.oulate conceptual schema design along 
the lines, outlined before, focussing on the transfor- 
mation and evalua.tion of conceptual schemas. Before 
these subjects can be discussed, some introductory dis- 
cussions are needed, which is the subject of the next 
section. 

2. Valid and Good Conceptual Schemas 

1Ve Inentioned iu the introduction that many pos- 
sible conceptual schemas exist for a given UoD. This 
raises the question, if a design procedure should con- 
sider any conceptual schema as a possible candidate. 
In the proposed methodology, we restrict our atten- 
tion to conceptual schemas that are valid. Validity is 
defined with respect to the information requirements 
the data- or ktlowledge base to be designed has to sat- 
isfy. Two facets of validity are distinguished. The first 
facet is called proposition completeness. We call a con- 
ceptual schema proposition complete, if it allows the 
specification of proposition types that are to satisfy 
the information requirements. For example, if there 
are inforniation requirements that request information 
about phone numbers and the conceptual schema does 
not define proposition types (e.g. contains the defi- 
nition of an attribute to describe phone numbers) to 
make propositions concerning phone numbers, then the 
corresponding conceptual schema violates proposition 
cotnpleteness. The second facet of validity is called &e 
cowectness. A conceptual schema is called rule correct, 
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if all the rules described in t.he conceptual schema hoIt 
in the universe of discourse (but our definition tlocas 
not assume the reverse). For example, if the conceptual 
schema specifies that phone numbers are unique for em- 
ployees, and it is possible that a current or future state 
of the UoD two employees share the same phone num- 
ber, rule correctness is violated by the schema. If a con- 
ceptual schema is invalid, certain information require- 
ments concerning the UoD cannot be satisfied by infor- 
mation bases under the conceptual schema, because of 
the impossibility to store the desired information, Ob- 
viously, any enhancement of a conceptual schema has 
to preserve validity; otherwise, it is useless. In the fol- 
lowing, a transformation whose application preserves 
validity will be called it~formation preservitlg. In gen- 
eral, we see one main objective of a conceptual schema 
in giving a good classification of the objects that ap- 
pear in the universe of discourse of the application area. 
More specifically, in our approach, we consider a clas- 
sification to be “good”, if it 

l facilitates the specification of rules that hold in 
the UoD. Ideally, if a data model of high expressive 
power is available, it should be possible to describe 
all rules that hold in a universe of discourse. How- 
ever, in reality due to the limited expressiveness of 
most conceptual data models1 this is not always 
true and it is at least questionable if it is even de- 
sirable. Assuming an approach that relies on data 
models of restricted expressive power, the percent- 
age of the rules that hold in the UoD and are not 
expressed by the conceptual schema becomes an 
important factor, which we call the expressiveness 
of a conceptual schema. 

l has a low complexity in terms of the number of 
classes and attributes needed for this particular 
specification. 

l is normalized in the sense that objects t,hat are 
structurally equivalent or similar are described in 
the same way in the conceptual schema. We call 
this virtue nonnakedness. 

Schema transformations are applied in the context 
of these virtues trying to improve the schema in one 
direction hopefully not losing too much with respect to 
the other virtues. 

In the remainder of this paper we will try, using a 
non-trivial example, to make the characteristics of our 
approach, which were briefly outlined in this section, 
more transparent. First, the theoretical foundation of 
the conceptual data model underlying our methodol- 
ogy is introduced in section 3. Then, in section 4, the 

’ This low expressiveness brings up other advantages such as 

complete axiomatization, inference rules, and the availability of au- 

tomatic or semi-automatic tools that cannot be provided for more 

powerful data models due incomplete axiomatizations, decidablllty 

and complexity problems originated from the more complex cla6s of 

propositions supported by these data models. 

gent‘ral framclwork how our methodology treats concep- 
I ual SC~I~IIM I.rallsforrilations will be discussed iu some 
det,ail. Finally, section 5, focuses on the evaluation of 
conceptual schemas. 

3. S-diagrams, Existence and Functional De- 
peudencies 

The objective of this section is to introduce the 
theoretical fourldation that underlies our methodology. 
Our data model, which was influenced by the work on 
the binary relation nlodel [ll] and SDM [12], is called 
called S-diagram [10,13]. We will illustrate the prob- 
lems of the transformation and evaluation of concep- 
tual schemes using the following example of a hospital 
application. 

schema HOSPl 
class Patient 
attn’butes: 
p-name 
type: TEXT 

class Hospital 
attn’butes: 
h-name 
pr,operty: ai~lque 
type: TEXT 

in-city 
type: TEXT 

class Deatment 
attributes. 
tr-patietlt 
type: Patient 

tr-nanle 
type: TEXT 

price 
type: FIXPOINT(9,2) 

tr-hosp 
properly:optional, onto 
type: Hospital 

ans-fir 
property: optional 
type: INTEGER 

errs-name 
propetiy: optional 
type: TEXT 

The above schema deals with treatment of patients 
in and outside hospitals, whose main characteristics can 
be summarized as follows: Treatments have names (tr- 
name). Hospitals are located in cities and patients are 
usually insured. Hospital only treat insured patient, 
while uninsured patients might only be treated outside 
hospitals. A patient has at most one insurance. The 
same treatment has the same price in different hospi- 
tals. 

Using S-diagrams it is possible to specify classes, 

subclass co7lneclions and attributes. An attribute has 
a dornairl class and a range class (for example, the at- 
tribute tr-patient has the domain class treatment and 
the range class Patient). 

An attribute assigns to a member of the domain 
class zero, one or many members of the range class 
and each member of the range class may be attribute 
value zero, one or many times. The cardinality of an 
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attribute definition may be restricted using labels mul- 
tivalued, unique, optional and onto: 

mzlltivahed specifies that an attribute may have 
more than one value; otherwise, it it assumed to 
be single-valued. 
optional specifies that an attribute may have no 
value; otherwise, it is assumed to have at least one 
value. 
onto specifies that every member of the range class 
has to be referred at least once by the attribute. 
unique specifies that two distinct members of the 
domain class must have different values for the at- 
tribute. 
In the example schema the attribute tr-hosp is la- 

beled {optional,onto} expressing the following seman- 
tics: At most one hospital will perform a treat,ment 
(because there is no label multivalued), however, treat- 
ments may be performed outside of hospitals (because 
there is a label optional); every hospital has performed 
at least one treatment (because there is a label onto) 
and hospitals may perform several treatments (because 
there is no label unique). 

An S-diagram information base contains descrip- 
tion of entities. It stores extensions of unary predi- 
cates describing class memberships of entities, and bi- 
nary predicates describing attributes of entities. For 
example, if an S-diagram information base contains 
ins-nr(e, 12) this specifies that the entity e has the in- 
surance number 12, or Treatmenl(e) specifies that the 
entity e belongs to the class treatment. More precisely, 
we can define: 

Definition: ib is an information base under an 
S-diagram S, if and only if: 
(a) if ib contains I{(z), then K must be a class in S. 
(b) if ib contains att(y,t), then att must be an at- 

tribute in S. 
(c) the assertions stored in ib observe the rules speci- 

fied in S. 

For example, 
ibr = {P&ient(l),p-name(1, Miller.)} 

is an information base under HOSPl, whereas ibz and 
iba 

ib:! = {Hospital(3), Hospitnl(4), 
ir&y(3, Houston), in-&y(4, Udine), 
h-name(3, Marcus), h-nume(4, Marcus)} 

ibg = {Person(5), name(5, Jones)] 

are not information bases under HOSPl: ibz violates 
the rule that names of hospitals are unique, and ibg 
contains predicates name and Person, which are not 
defined in HOSPl. 

As mentioned in the introduct,ion, multiple pos- 
sible conceptual schemas exist for the same UoD. An 
alternate, valid S-diagram HOSPS for our hospital ap- 
plication is given below: 

schema HOSP2 
class Patient 
attributes: 
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p-name 
type: TEXT 

class Ins-patzent 
subset of putrent 
a/tributes 
ins-nr 
property: unique 
type: INTEGER 
ins-name 
type: integer 

class Hospital 
uttributes: 
h-name 
property: unique 
type: TEXT 

in-city 
type: TEXT 

class Treatment 
attributes: 
Ir-measure 
type: Measure 

class Hosp.treatment 
subclass of Treatment 
attributes: 
tr-patient 
type: Ins-Patient 

tr-hosp 
property: onto 
type: Hospital 

class Outside-treatment 
subclass of Treatment 
attributes: 
tr-patient 
type: Patient 

class Measure 
attributes: 
tr-name 
property: unique 
type: TEXT 

price 
type: FIXPOINT(9,2) 

The S-diagram, given above, uses a classification 
of a much finer degree of granularity, distinguishing 
between hospital treatments and outside treatments, 
between insured and insured patients, and considers 
measures to be objects (and no longer texts). Fig. 1 
depicts the two S-diagrams HOSPl and HOSP2 rep- 
resented as a labeled directed graph, in which nodes 
represent classes, edges represent attributes, and edges 
labeled by ‘S’ represent subclass connections. 

In general, S-diagrams are capable of expressing 
at,-least.-one cot1straint.s (in the following called general 
exzstence dependencies and represented by - ) 
and at-most-one constraints (called general functional 
dependencies and represented by 4 ). The union 
of the two dependency classes is called X-dependencies. 
Existence dependencies express that the existence of 
certain at,tributes inlplies the existence of some other 
attributes. Functional dependencies express that if two 
entities agree in certain attributes, then they should 
also agree in certain other attributes. In this paper, 
we will introduce X-dependencies intuitively relying on 
examples (see [ 131, for a more formal treatment). 
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The following 2 dependencies are X-dependencies 
in our hospital application: 

(1) ins-m - ins-name 
(Vz, y)(ins-nr(z, y) * (%)ins-name(z, 2)) 
meaning: If a patient has an insurance number, 

there must also be an insurance from which he has re- 
ceived his insurance number. 

Remark: The above dependency is expressed in 
.HOSP2 (but not in HOSPl), because both attributf,s 
ins-nr and ins-name are non-optional. 

(2) ins-nr 4 ins-name 
(t/z, t’, y, 2, t’)(ins-nr(x, y) AiwTlr(2’, y) A ins- 

name(t, z) A ins-name(z’, r’) * z = 2’) 
meaning: Insurance numbers are unique; different 

insurance-companies cannot use the same insurance- 
number. 

Remark: The above dependency is expressed in 
HOSPZ by the fact that ins-nr is labeled unique and 
ins-name isn’t labeled multivalued. 

S-diagram are not only capable of representing de- 
pendencies between attributes belonging to the same 
class but also involving attributes of multiple classrs. 
For formalizing relationships between multiple classes 
we introduce the notation of a pafh. Paths enable to 
describe relationships between entities belonging to dif- 

ferent classes. The dependencies A & B and 

AC‘ B express existence/functional dependen- 
cies from the attributes/class-memberships cont,ained 
in the set A to those in B connect.ed using attributes 
contained in C. 

S-Diagram HOSPl 

S-Dfagram HOW2 

Fig. 1: lbm S-Diagrams for the same UoD 

Let us clarify our path-concept by using the fol- 
lowing example: 

tr-hospital 
(3a) tr-name,in-city + price 
(vE,Z’,Y,Y’,r,t’,n,v) 

(tr-tturne(;L., u) A tr-name(z’, u) A 

in-city(y, v) A in-city(y’, v) A 

fr-/~osyita~(~, y) A tr-hospital(z’, y’) A 

price(z. z) A price(z’,z’) j z = z’) 

meaning: ‘I’he same treatment has the same price 
in the same city. 
Remark: The path {tr-hopital} is used to specify a de- 
pendency that must hold for the members of the classes 
hospital and treatment, connecting treatment/hospital 
pairs (x and y, x’ and y’) that have to agree in their 
price attribute. 

Due to the different classification the representa- 
tion of the above dependency with respect to HOSP2 
looks as follows: 

(3b) tr-name,in-city 
tr-measurqtr-hospital 
F price 

The above dependency is expressed in S-diagram 
llOSP2 because due to the fact that price isn’t labeled 
nrult,ivalued and Ir-name is labeled unique, a much 
stronger dependency tr-name Y price (each treat- 
ment has a unique price) holds in the UoD, which im- 
plies (3b). Interestingly, all three example dependen- 
cies are expressed in HOSP2, whereas none of them 
is expressed in HOSPl; that is, HOSP2 has a higher 
expressiveness. 

The example raises two questions. First, can it 
be decided if (3b) is expressed in HOSP2? Second, 
how can HOSP2 be obtained starting from HOSPl? 
Section 4 will cope with the second problem, whereas 
sub-section 5.2 will give algorithms to cope with the 
first problem. 

4. Conceptual Schema Enhancement 

Our methodology provides a set of schema trans- 
formations that are analyzed in the context of the the- 
oretical foundation, introduced in the last section. In 
general, in our approach a schema transformation is 
considered to be a 5-tupel (P,ST,4,M,p), as depicted in 
Fig 

a 
2, consisting of: 
A pr,econditioll P, which is a predicate that speci- 
fies under which circumstances the transformation 
preserves validity. 
A slructure transformation ST that defines how 
the modified S-diagram can be received when the 
transformation is applied. 
A zrlfurmatlon base lransformation 4 that specifies 
how inforlllat ioll bases defined under the original 
scbenla have to be transformed into information 
bases under t.he transformed schema. 
A dependency mapping M that maps dependencies 
defined in the context of the original schema into 
dependencies defined in the context of the trans- 
formed schema 
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l A reconslruckon p that specifies how informat,ion 
bases defined under the transformed schema can 
be transformed into information bases defined un- 
der the original schema. 

4.1 Information Preserving Transformataons 

As mentioned before in our approach, validily is 
defined with respect to the satisfaction of information 
requirements, which can be considered as sets of queries 
Q defined on information bases under an S-diagram S. 
Intuitively, we call a transformation information pre- 
serving, if it transforms a valid S-diagram into a valid 
S-diagram. In the following, we use A - B to denote 
a function from A to B, and {A --+ B} to denote the 
set of functions from A to B. Furthermore, let. 

SSS be the set of all possible S-diagranls 
DDD be the set of all possible information bases 
XXX be the set of all possible X-dependencies 
S, S’ be S-diagrams 
IBs be the set of all possible information bases 

under S 
ib, ib’ be information bases 
W be an alphabet that is used to represent answers 

of queries 
q,q’ be queries. A query is considered to be a 

function (E {IBs -+ W’}) giving answers relative to 
the contents of an information base under a particular 
S-diagram. 

Q is a set of queries 
QS contains all possible queries for an S-diagram 

S 
Relying on these notations, we can now define the 

terms S-diagram transformation and information pre- 
serving S-diagram transformation more precisely. 

Definition: M’c call a 5-tuple T=(P,ST,$,M,p) an 
.$-dzuyrnnL IrunsJor?nafion, if and only if: 
(i) P E {SSS - BOOLEAN}, ST E {SSS + SSS], $ 

E {DDD + DDD}, D E {2xxx -+ 2xxx}, and p 
E {DDD -) DDD}. 

(ii) 4,p, ST and P are total functions. 
(iii) VS E ,S,SS Vib E IRS (P(S) =+ 4(ib) E IBsT(s)); 

that. is, it is guaranteed that 4 const,ructs informa- 
tion bases under the transformed S-diagram. 

Definition: The application of a S-diagram trans- 
formation T is znformation preserving with respect to a 
set of queries Q for an S-diagram S, if and only if: 

P(S) q (Vy E Q 3q’ Vib E IBs q(ib) = q’(b(ib))) 

that is, for every query q a corresponding query q’ 
call be found (collstructively!), that produces the same 
results for inforlnation bases under the transformed 
schema. Fig. 3 depicts the conditions of the above 
definition - both queries q and q’ have to produce the 
same results, represented by w in the figure. 

Fig. 3: fnformation Preserving Transformations 

yes/no 

other dependencies Dependency Mappbg 
other dependencies 

--------- --em---- 

X-dependencies X-dependencies 
p Structure 7Yansfonnatlon 

S-Diagram 

Information Base 

S-Diagram 
- Inlormation Base Transtonatlon * 

Information Base Reconstruction a 

Original Classification Schema Transformation Transformed ClassLflcation 

Fig. 2: S-Diagram Transfonnatims. 
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In order to show that a transformation is informa- 
tion preserving, two approaches to construct q’ for a 
given query q E Q seem to be attractive: 

(1) A function QM E {&s -+ &ST(S)} could be used 
to construct q’ as follows: 

Q’ = QM(q) 
In other words, QM transforms a query defined ill tile 
context S into an equivalent query in the context of 
ST(S); we call this approach, proof by query modzfica- 
Zion. 

(2) A function p E {IBST(S) + IBs} could be used, 
constructing q’ as follows (o denotes the composi- 
tion of functions): 

9”QOP 
that is, in this solution an information base under 
the original schema is reconstructed and the origi- 
nal query q is used; we call this approach proof by 
reconstruction. Assuming the above framework, a 
transformation is trivially information preserving 
for an S-diagram S with respect to Qs, if it is pos- 
sible to reconstruct the original information base; 

that is, if 

P(S) * (Vi6 E ZBs ib = p(r$(ib))) 
holds. 

If we compare our approach with other approaches, 
we can observe the following significant differences con- 
cerning which relationships between the transformed 
T(CS) and the original schema CS must hold, in order 
to apply a transformation T. In our framework, T(CS) 
and CS are considered to be “equivalent” if they are 
capable of satisfying a given set of information require- 
ments. Our definition of validity is independent of the 
dependencies expressed by a conceptual schema. This 
contrasts other approaches [4, 51 that assume that two 
conceptual schemas are only equivalent, if they have the 
same expressive power in their underlying information 
bases and express the same dependencies. In our opin- 
ion, this definition of equivalence is too restrictive for 
conceptual schema design, because it excludes a num- 
ber of useful transformations’ and neglects the main 
purpose of data- and knowledge bases: the satisfac- 
tion of information requirements. Furthermore, defin- 
ing schema equivalence with respect to the satisfaction 
of queries and not with respect to the contents of infor- 
mation bases (under a conceptual schema), allows us 
to abstract from the exact internal representatiou iu a 
particular information base. 

In the remainder of this section, the trausforma- 
tion system supported by our methodology is briefly 
introduced, and a single transformation is discussed in 
more detail. 

2 For example, those whose application expresses certain depen- 

4.2 The Supporled Transformation System 

In det,ail, our transformations system consist of the 
following transformations, whose structure transforma- 
tion is outlined below: 

1) reverse(S,K,att) 
semantics: a new S-diagram is generated by re- 

versing the attribute att of the S-diagram S. 

2) shift,-dowrl(S,att,att’) 
semantics: A new S-diagram is obtained by shift- 

ing the attribute att via the attribute att’ in downward 
direction to the range class of att’. 

example: this transformation was applied twice to 
HOSPl when the attributes ins-nr and ins-name were 
moved along the path tr-patient to the class Patient. 

3) decompose(S,K’,att’,K,A) 
semantics: A new class K’ is generated and con- 

nected by a new attribute att’ to the class K; all at- 
tributes contained in the set A will be shifted to the 
class K’. For each value of the attribute A a new entity 
belonging to the class K’ is generated. 

example: this transformation has been applied to 
t,he class Treatment in HOSPl relative to the attribute 
set .4 = {tr-rulne,price} yielding a new class named 
Measure in HOSP2. 

4) generalize(S,K,KSET,B) 
semantics: A new class K is generated; all classes 

in KSET will beco~ne subclass of K and all attributes 
contained in the set 13 will be shifted to the new class 
K. 

5) specialize(Y,K’,{(A1,1<1), . . . . (An, K,,)}) 
semantics: II new subclasses Ii’l, . . ..K. with at- 

tributes Al, ..,, A,, of K generated. All attributes that 
belong to UfkEl AK will be removed from the class K. 

example: The classes Hosp-treatment, Outside- 
treatment and Ins-patient of HOSP2 have been gener- 
ated by specializing the classes Treatment and Patient 
of HOSP 1. 

6) chdom(S,att,K) and chrg(S,att,K) 

semantics: Change of range/domain classes of at- 
tributes. 

Additionally, inverse transformations of 2), 3), 4), 
and 5) are available. 

Oue inlportaut- use of the above transformation 
system is the formal specification of relationships be- 

tween different? corlceptual schemas. For example, the 
following transforlllations describe the relationship be- 
twec:n HOSPl and HOSP2. HOSP2 can be received 
by applying the following sequence of transformations 
-- in order to iucrease the readability, we introduced 
intermediate S-diagrams Sl,...,S5. 

Sl=specialite(HOSPl, Treatment, 
{ (Hosp-treatment,{ tr-hosp, ins-nr, ins-name, tr-patient}), 

(Outside-treatment, {tr-patient})}) 

dencien (not expressed 80 far) and loses others .%?=shiJt-doujn(.Sf, ins-w, tr-patient) 
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SJ=shift-down(S2, ins-name, tr-patient) 

S4=specialife(SJ, Patient, 

{(Ins-patient, { ins-nr, ins-name})}) 

SS=chdom(.Q,Hosp-treatmenktr-patient, Ins-patient) 

HOSP.%?=decompose(SS, Measure, 

k-measure, Treatment, { tr-name, price)) 

Here we will only discuss how the transformation 
Sfkshift-down(S1, ins-nr, tr-patient) 

is handled in our approach, which is the subject of the 
next subsection. 

4.3 A Closer Look to the Shift-down ?Funsfomatzun 

The shift-down transformation moves an attribute 
(in the example ins-nr, al in theoretical discussions) 
from one class to another class along the path of an 
attribute (tr-patient in the example, att in theoretical 
discussions) - the insurance number is moved front 
the class Hosp-treatment to the class Patient. Fig. 4 
depicts the structure transformation of shift-down. 

It should be noted that the structure transforma- 
tion alone is not sufficient to characterize a transfor- 
mation completely, because it does not describe how 
the extensions of the modified attributes and classes 
have to be computed. In our approach, we specify 
information base transformations by using first. order 
predicate calculus formulas that compute the exten- 
sions of modified or newly introduced classes and at- 
tributes. We use the suffix “I” to refer to classes and 
attributes of the transformed S-diagram, whereas class 
and attribute names without the suffix ““’ refer to the 
original schema. 

In the case of shift-down, only the attribute ins-nr 
is modified using the following information base trans- 
formation (IBT): 

(IBT) al’@, y) := 3.2 (al(z,y) A att(t, Z)) 

In the example, the modified attribute ins-m is 
computed as follows: 

ins-nr’(x, y) := 3% (ins-nr(t, y) A tr-patient(z, 2)) 

1 hift-Dowa 

1 
n 

K2 
a1 

\ 
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The shift-down transformation should only be ap- 
plied, if the following two preconditions are satisfied; 
otherwise, it is not information preserving. An invalid 
S-diagram might be obtained, if one or both conditions 
are violated. 

(pl) al w att, 
(p2) att is unique V 

(al is non-optional A att _I) al ) 

(pl) states, that if an entity has the attribute al 
must have the attribute att, too. This requirement 
is quite obvious, because if it is violated, no instance 
of class K2 (patient in the concrete example) exists 
that can take the attribute al; that is, the shift-down 
transformation, would lose the attribute information in 
the latter case. 

If (~2) is violated it would be no longer possible to 
distinguish coverages by different insurances of different 
treatnlent, of the same patient; e.g. if there are two 
treatments tl aud t:! of the same patient using different 
insurance numbers (e.g. different insurances cover the 
different treatn1ent.s) it is no longer possible under the 
transformed S-diagram to distinguish which insurance 
covers which treatment. 

In the example S-diagram Sl (pl) trivially holds, 
because tr-patient is not optional. Furthermore, in our 
special UoD, it holds that “patients have at most one 
insurance” (tr-patient - ins-nr) and that the at- 
tribute ins-nr is non-optional, because “hospitals do not 
treat uninsured patients”; therefore, the application of 
the shift-down transformation is information preserv- 
ing in this case. 

In general, assuming that the transformation’s pre- 
conditions are satisfied, it can be proven that the origi- 
nal information base can be reconstructed from a trans- 
formed information base without loss of information 
using the following reconstruction (RECON) for com- 
puting the values of the original ins-nr attribute: 

(RECON) ins-nr(t,y) := 3% (tr-patient(z, .z) A ins- 

nr’(z, Y)) 

That is, in the particular case of the shift-down trans- 
for mation 

P(S) * (Vib E IBs ib = p(4(ib))) 

holds, in which p denotes the information base mapping 
expressed by (RECON), and 4 denotes the information 
base mapping expressed by (IBT). That is, according 
IO the definitions given in 4.1, the shift-down transfor- 
rnat,ion is infornlation preserving with respect to Qs, if 
its preconditions (pl) and (~2) are satisfied. 

The structure transformation, introduced so far, is 
still incomplete in the sense that it doesn’t compute the 
labels of the transformed attribute al’. Fortunately, 
the following simple rules can be used for the compu- 
t,ation of the labels of al’: 

(Ll) al’ is non-optional _ att is labeled onto A 
att V al 

(L2) al’ is labeled onto _ al is labeled onto 
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(L3) al’ is multivalued _ al is labeled multival- 
ued 

(L4) al’ is unique _ al w att 

In our example, ins-m receives a label unique: all 01 her 
labels remain unchanged. 

When applying the shift-down transformation it is 
frequently possible to express certain dependencies be- 
tween att and al that were not expressed in the original 
S-diagram, namely in the following two cases: 

(gl) 

w 

The transformation improves the quality by ex- 
pressing att + al in the transformed schema, 
if att is not labeled unique. 
The transformation improves the quality by ex- 
pressing at t -al in the transformed schema, 
if al is labeled optional and att is labeled onto. 

In the particular case, the conditions of (gl) are 
satisfied, tr-patient - ins-nr holds and tr-pal.ient 
is not unique. Therefore, the above dependency be- 
comes expressed in the transformed schema. Ir should 
also be noted that tr-patient ---+ ins-m was not 
expressed in the original schema, due to the fact that 
insurance numbers are unique for patients but not for 
treatments. That is, the quality is improved by ex- 
pressing the dependency in the transformed schenla. 

In general, for each lransformatiorl we give ii st)t 
of positive (and negative) cases, describing silual ions 
in which a particular transformation expresses depen- 
dencies that have not been expressed before (loses de- 
pendencies that have been expressed before). 

Finally, the dependencies defined in the context of 
the original schema have to be redefined in the coIltf,xt 
of the transformed schema. In the case of shift-down, a 
relatively complex set of mapping rules has to be used 
to determine the transformed dependencies. 

5. Evaluation of Conceptual Schema 

In this section, we will discuss an evaluation func- 
tion for conceptual schemas that incorperates the three 
virtues, outlined in section 2. 

5.1 A Quality Measure for S-Diagrams 

We assume that a UoD U and a set S-diagrams 
CAND={S1,...,S,} d escribing this UoD are given. Fur- 
thermore, for every schema candidate S, (0 < I < 
(n + 1)) a set Xi has been constructed which describes 
the X-dependencies that hold in the UoD. Some of the 
X-dependencies may be expressed in Si, others may 
not. 

The different schema candidates are evaluated us- 
ing the following quality measure: 
Let Si be the S-diagram to be evaluated 
qul the number of functional dependencies (cXS) that 

hold in U, but which are no2 expressed in Si 
qu2 the number of existence dependencies(txi) that 

hold in U, but which are no2 expressed in Si 

P3 

w4 

11215 

f 

the number of attributes and subtype-connections 
in Si 
the number of classes in Si 
the number of labels of Si 
be a function from N5 to Rt (N denotes the nat,u- 
ral nurllbers alld II+ denotes the positive real num- 
bers) 

We define the quality of S relative to U as: 

f(Q~l,quz~Qu3,qu4,q~6) 

We say Sj is belter than Si, if f assigns a higher 

function 

score to ,S, thall to S,, and Sj is valid, 

We assulne that the following evaluation 
f is used: 

1 

3 * PUl + 3 * qu2 + qua + quq + qwj 

ft is important to state that the values of f can 
he computed alltolnatically: qua, qu4 and pus can be 
obtained easily, and an algorithm that decides if an X- 
dependency is expressed by an S-diagram is given in 
sub-section 5.2. 

f incorporates three virtues. As we have seen sec- 
tion 3, general functional and existence dependencies 
art’ an uppf’r bound for t,he expressive power of S- 
rliagra~~~s. ‘I’llus. I hct c\xpressiveness of an S-diagram 
can be nleasurrd hy the number of general functional 
and existence dependencies, that hold in U but which 
have not been expressed in S (qul and quz in f). The 
colnplexity of an S-diagram is measured by the num- 
ber of classes, subtype-connections, and attributes of 
a11 S-diagram, expressed by qua and qu4. 

l~urttiermore, our thvaluation function incorporates 
a third virtue called normaliredness, which needs to 
be explained in more detail. Unfortunately, conceptual 
schema languages allow to describe the same propo- 
sition in different ways. It is desirable that proposi- 
tions of structural similarity are described in the same 
way in the conceptual schema. We call this virtue of a 
coIlceptua1 sche~lla normalitedness. In order to clarify 
this quality factor, let’s consider the following exam- 
ple that concerns the representation of the treatment- 
patient relationship of the S-diagram HOSPl ((1) in 
the Figure 5). However, this relationship could also 
be represented, by reversing the attribute direction, as 
depicted iII (2) of Figure 5. 

Patient Treatment 

(1) (2) 

Fig. 5: 2 Similar S-Diagrams. 
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This situation, in which more than one construct is 
suitable to describe a part of a UoD adequately, occurs 
quite frequently in conceptual schema design processes. 
The quality factor of normalizedness should give a het- 
ter evaluation to S-diagrams that uniquely use the sarrze 
construct of the conceptual schema language, t,han to 
S-diagrams which use both representations (for SOIIW 
attributes the representation (l), for others (2)). 

Violating the virtue of normalizedness has the fol- 
lowing consequences: 

l The conceptual schema is less understandable be- 
cause similar objects are defined in a way which 
hides their similarity. 

l One difficult task, when designing or extending a 
conceptual schema, is the detection of redundan- 
cies between different user views. If the same or 
similar objects are described in different ways, re- 
dundancies are much harder to detect. 
Normalizedness is measured in the evaluation func- 

tion using qus: S-diagrams that carry few labels are 
preferred. In S-diagrams having a low value for yu5 the 
most general classes will be in or near the leaves of the 
S-diagram (relative to the shape of the arrow describing 
attribute and subtype relationships). The more specific 
classes have been defined by assuming the existence of 
lower level classes using aggregation or generalization 
[14]. For example in S-diagram HOSPS, which is highly 
normalized, the class Ins-patient has been defined 11) 
specializing the class Patient, and Hospital-treat.rnent 
has been defined assuming the existence of the classes 
Hospital, Ins-patient and Treatment. 

5.2 Expressed Dependencies of an S-Diagram 

In this sub-section we will briefly introduce algo- 
rithms that decide if an X-dependency is expressed in 
an S-diagram. Two different algorithms are used for ex- 
istence dependencies and functional dependencies. In 
order to discuss the two algorithms, we first have to 
introduce some notations: 

Let 
Att be an attribute, and K and K’ be classes, then 
dom(Att) denotes the domain class of Att 
rg(Att) denotes the range class of Att 
I< C K’ expresses that K is a subclass of K’ 
A-’ denotes the attribute received by reversing 

the attribute A 

Furthermore, the rules specified below assume that 
X,Y are sets containing attribute and class names 
Z is a set containing attribute names 
A is an attribute with dom(A)=Kl and rg(A)=K2 

The algorithm that tests if a given existence de- 
pendency x is expressed in an S-diagram S is based on 
the following two rules. 

(el) A is not labeled optional & 

(X 6 YU{lil} *x Z-Y U(A)) 

A is labeled onto a 

(;u A YU{K2} ed x &--Yu{A-‘}) 

(e2) (((3.4 E A’) dam(A) & K) V ((3C E 2) dam(C) E 
I\’ v rg(C) 5 I<))) ==+ 

(S d--- Y u I< cd x 2-Y) 

Our illgori~lltli consists of two steps. 111 a first step 

we try to weaken x using the rule (el) by iteratively 
substituting class symbols for attribute symbols in the 
right hand side of x, as long as the rule (el) is applica- 
ble. As a result of the first step, we receive a modified 
existence dependency x’ which has been constructed so 
that: 
(1) x 3 x’ 
(2) x’ A “‘l’he constlraints expressed by S” =+ x 

If x’ is always true, theu x can be inferred from the 
constraints expressed by an S-diagram, which implies 
that x is expressed in S. Therefore, we try to show in a 
second step that x’ is a tautology by applying the rule 
((~2). If it is possible t.o reduce the right side of x’ to 
the empty set, then x is expressed in S, otherwise x is 
not expressed in S. 

For example, if the above algorithm is applied to 
dependency (2) 

ins-nr - ins-name 
with respect to HOSP’L, we would apply (El) with Y = 
(b yielding: 

ius-nr - Ills-patient 
Note that Ins-patient is the domain class of the at- 
tribute ins-nr. Taking into consideration that dom(ins- 
nr) = Ins-patient & Ins-patient holds, we receive 

ins-nr +---- 0 
using (e2), which represents a tautology. Therefore, 
dependency (2) is expressed HOSP2. 

The corresponding algorithm for functional depen- 
dencies uses the following four rules. Let A, Kl, K2, 
X, Y, and Z be defined as before, and K be a class of 
S. 

(fl) A is labeled unique -----I 

(X u {.4, Kl} Z‘Y - Xu{A}-%Y) 
A isn’t labeled multivalued j 
(Xu{A-‘,KZ} --h-Y -XU{A-I}---% 
Y) 

(fz) A is labeled unique a 

(X u {Kl,K2} % Y c x u (K2) z 
Y) 
A isn’t labeled nl;A;t;lued ti 

(X u {lr’l, 11’2} 
Z”tAJ 

NY -Xu{fi’l}+ 

Y) 

(f3) A isn’t labeled multivalued ==+ 

(X u {(Cl} Z‘Y - XU{lil}-&YU 
{Al 1 
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(f4) 

A is labeled unique ==+ 

(X u { K2) ;z-Y w xu{r~2}z‘Yu 

{A-‘) ) 

{K}UX Z{K}“Y e3 {K}US---L, 

In a first step, a functional dependency x’ is con- 
structed by weakening x by iteratively applying the 
rules (fl) and (f2), respectively. In this process, the left 
side of x is augmented by further class names. Again, 
x is expressed in S, if x’ is a tautology. Therefore, in 
a second step, the algorithm tries to reduce the right 
side of x’ to the empty set by applying the rules (f3) 
and (f4), respectively. 

If the above algorithm is applied to the depen- 
dency (3b), defined before in the context of HOSP2, 

tr-meaaure,tr-hospital 
tr-name,in-city ______) price 

we can weaken the above dependency t.aking advantage 
of the fact that tr-name is labeled unique yielding: 

tr-name,in-city,Measure 
tr-measure,tr-hospital 
- price 

Furthermore, taking advantage of the fact that price 
doesn’t carry the label multivalued, we can apply (f3) 
recieving 

tr-measurr,lr-hospital 
tr-name,in-city,Measure w (d. 

which implies that the dependency (3b) is expressed in 
HOSP2. 

6. Conclusion 

This paper discussed the features of a methodol- 
ogy for enhancing conceptual schemas called ANNA- 
PURNA. Our methodology is unique in the sense that 
we describe the semantics of schema transformations 
using a multi-typed approach to express data semantics 
relying on unary relations (classes), binary relations 
(attributes), and paths, rather than on a single-typed 
universal relation. 

Quality measures for conceptual schemas were pro- 
vided, and a general framework for studying schema 
transformations was introduces, that considers schema 
transformations to consist of a precondition, a struc- 
ture transformation, an information base transforma- 
tion, a reconstruction, and a dependency mapping. We 
illustrated our approach by discussing a transforma- 
tion called shift-down, which has not beeu discusstxd in 
the literature before, in some detail. We claim, that 
this general framework, depicted in Fig. 2, is useful 
to study schema transformations systematically even in 
the context of other methodologies and/or other depen- 
dency classes. Furthermore, the validity of a conceptual 
schema is defined in our approach with respect to the 
satisfaction of information requirements. Tht> notion 
of an information preserving transformation was intro- 
duced that that preserves the validity of the conceptual 
schema to be transformed. We demonstrated that this 
framework - compared with other approaches to define 
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schema equivalence - is less restrictive and more flexi- 
ble to cope with conceptual schema transformations. 

III general, the computations needed for transform- 
ing aud evaluating S-diagrams can be automated us- 
lng a computerized tool. Although this is the case, 
we do not think that that it is desirable to use com- 
pletely automatic design tools without human assis- 
tance. There are several reasons, why the cooperation 
of a human expert with a design tool is still neces- 
sary. First, if applied in practice the enhancement of 
conceptual schemes has to cope with problems such as 
missing or erroneous dependencies. In general, it can- 
uot by inferred by a design tool which rules do or do 
not hold in a UoD. ‘Therefore, dependencies can only 
be acquired by design tools by asking human experts, 
which frequently leads to misunderstandings and errors 
resulting in erroneous or incomplete specifications. The 
second reason is that finding a “the best” or even only 
a “good” conceptual schema is a highly complex search 
process, which requires a lot of heuristic knowledge to 
be computationally feasible. Again, the cooperation 
with a human expert seems to be necessary. 
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